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Le Mont-Cervin vu de Riffelberg. Drawn by Gabriel Loppé, lithography by 
Tirpenne, printed Lemercier, Paris. c1860. Colour lithograph. 13.5 x 10cm. 

From Souvenirs de la Suisse, edited by Becherat. 
(Courtesy of Tony Astill – www. mountaineeringbooks.org)
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This year marks the eightieth anniversary of the publication of an 
enduring classic of mountaineering literature, Dorothy Pilley’s 

Climbing Days. Little is known about this remarkable woman beyond these 
memoirs of her formative mountaineering years, and an appraisal of her 
achievements and wider contributions to the development of women’s 

Dorothy Pilley, Glacier National Park, 1930s. (Alpine Club Photo LIbrary)
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mountaineering in the twentieth century is long overdue.
Dorothy Eleanor Pilley was born in Camberwell, London, in 1894, 

the oldest of four children born to Annie Maria Young and John Pilley, 
an industrial chemist. Known to her mountaineering contemporaries as 
‘Pilley’, Dorothy’s upbringing was solidly Victorian and middle-class. 
Regular church attendance, a girls’ boarding school in Eastbourne from 
the age of twelve, a year in Germany ‘for the culture’ and a subsequent year 
spent in domestic education, was a typical life-course for young women of 
Pilley’s background. 

From an early age the Pilley children were expected to keep a daily 
diary, not unusual in turn-of-the century England when many of the moral 
precepts of the Victorian age continued, including the belief that writing 
a diary instilled mental discipline, regular habits and improved children’s 
writing skills. For Pilley, as with so many women, writing a diary came to 
mean much more than a laborious noting down of the day’s events. While 
she sometimes viewed maintaining her diary as a chore, and in her entry 
on 5 June 1921 revealed how she and her siblings were ‘bribed weekly by 
Father to keep up a regular account of our doings’, her diaries became 
confidantes and friends and she consigned to them her hopes, fears, tribula-
tions and triumphs beginning as a young girl until her death in 1986. 

Her marriage and mountaineering partnership with Ivor Armstrong 
Richards – the ‘IAR’ of Climbing Days – opened doors not just into the 
world of mountaineering but meant she would rub shoulders with some of 
the literary and philosophical giants of the twentieth century, among them 
William Empson and T S Eliot. Her diaries from those encounters yield 
riches far beyond the world of mountaineering, encompassing horizons 
ranging across twentieth-century literature. But they also open a window 
on women’s mountaineering, the growth in women’s mountaineering liter-
ature and a life of travel and adventure spanning Europe, Asia and North 
America.

At 18, Pilley set her heart on a career in horticulture, inspired by pottering 
in the family’s garden in Camberwell. In the early twentieth century, horti-
culture was one of the few respectable professions open for middle-class 
girls, made so by doughty women’s colleges like Swanley in Kent and 
Waterperry in Oxford. Yet Pilley’s father refused to countenance such 
training. Pilley grimly noted in her diary entry of 13 September 1912: ‘it is 
so hard to decide definitely for the gardening with everybody against you.’ 
Bowing to parental pressure, she enrolled for a year’s course in domestic 
science in 1913 and despite her antipathy to domestic work became good 
at it, both from skill and necessity, given that her mother was an ineffective 
and unwilling domestic manager, conceding in her diary on 6 December 
1913: ‘I did think that it was a useful course and not a waste of time.’

A carefully-written, descriptive account of the Alps in one of the 12-year-
old Dorothy’s schoolbooks bore no signs of the passion for mountaineering 
which was to develop from 1914 onwards: ‘The Alps are the great mass 
of mountains,’ she gravely explained, ‘reaching from the Gulf of Genoa, 

round the mouth of Italy to the west of the Adriatic Sea. They’re in France, 
Switzerland, Italy and Austria. These mountains are the grandest in 
Europe. Mont Blanc is one of the highest mountains in Europe.’ Little did 
the young Dorothy imagine that 22 years later in July 1928, she and ‘IAR’, 
with the Georges brothers, would make the first ascent of the north ridge 
of one of the highest peak in the Alps, Dent Blanche – an adventure she 
relates in the last chapter of Climbing Days with great verve and humour.

Pilley had to wait until September 1914 for the experience which was 
to alter her entire future and lay down the bedrock for a life of mountain-
eering and adventure. To celebrate her twentieth birthday, Dorothy’s Aunt 
Clara issued her with an invitation to join herself and her cousin, Elsie, for 
a week’s holiday in a cottage in Snowdonia. Pilley harboured no illusions 
that her father would grant her permission to go. She tried to keep her 
excitement in check, writing gloomily in her diary on 9 September: ‘feel 
sure I will be disappointed as Father will almost certainly say no.’ Yet to 
her unrestrained delight and surprise, her father consented; this was an 
unprecedented departure from family holidays by the sea on the Isle of 
Wight. 

Pilley was to write about this Snowdonia interlude in the opening pages 
of Climbing Days, describing it as a magical experience. ‘In place of the 
pleasant family holidays by the sea… came the grey village street, the 
tawny blotches of the bracken, the reeds swaying in the breeze round the 
shores of Llyn Dinas, the smell of the moss and the peat.’

Everything about the holiday in Snowdonia was a novelty to her, 
including the long railway journey from London to North Wales. Writing 
in her diary on 11 September 1914, Pilley noted that the countryside was 
‘wonderful, with cold grey sea on one side and mountains on the other.’ 
She found their accommodation a delight, writing that ‘the cottage has 
splendid views of a giant mountain with a torrential stream running down 
its face, and always, it seems, a glowing welcoming fire.’ Declaring in 
Climbing Days, ‘what did it matter that we went up Craig-y-Llan in long 
skirts and in what the boot-sellers regard as feminine boots,’ this sojourn 
into the mountains of North Wales was, she explained, ‘like waking up 
from a half sleep with the senses cleared, the self released.’

On the day of Pilley’s birthday, the three women undertook a trip to 
Snowdon. According to her diary they enjoyed a ‘long drive up to Snowden 
[sic] behind weary steed’ and ate ‘sodden sandwiches seated in puddles 
with utmost relish! Sea amidst glow of brass and copper and Pen y Pass 
Hotel.’ The high spirits of Pilley and her cousin, Elsie, are captured in 
Pilley’s diary through sketches contributed by Elsie, as seen in Figure 1. 
Although hampered by long skirts and ‘feminine boots’, the girls made 
the most of the freedom to ‘wander around’ the mountainous landscape, 
getting caught, as Pilley wrote, ‘in the twilight’ and having ‘to come down 
the bare rock in the dark’ an experience caught with good humour in Elsie’s 
sketches.

Arriving back in London after the Snowdon trip, Pilley felt a terrible 
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anti-climax, contrasting the magic of the mountains of North Wales to the 
‘drab’ existence at home. ‘It’s dreadful the drab colour existence has here,’ 
she wrote about home on 27 September. For the first time, she had experi-
enced a freedom previously unimagined.

In common with many middle-class women, Pilley spent the years of 
the Great War engaged in charitable work. After completing her domestic 
training in the winter of 1913 she took up a voluntary position with the 

Figure 1: Dorothy Pilley’s diary entry for 19 and 20 September 1914, illustrated 
by Elsie McNaught. (© Estate of D E and I A Richards) Wives of Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Relief Association. The work gave her, 

for the first time, glimpses of the desperate circumstances suffered by 
women forced to seek charity. In 1916 she accepted a secretarial post with 
the British Women’s Patriotic League. ‘The League’, as Pilley referred 
to it, was a highly patriotic organisation bringing together like-minded, 
educated, middle-class and aristocratic women to support the interests of 
Great Britain through charitable endeavours. 

In April 1915, Pilley completed her first real climb with a girlfriend and 
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the mountaineer Herbert Carr. The anticipation and excitement gave her a 
sleepless night. In Climbing Days, she writes of this ascent of Tryfan, which 
was to become one of her favourite mountains, capturing the ‘glorious’ 
experience and concluding that “‘mountain madness’ had me now for ever 
in its grasp.”

At home, however, all was not well. Her father increasingly disapproved 
of her mountaineering, particularly un-chaperoned with men who were not 
family members. It was similar Victorian etiquette that led to mountaineers 
such as Lucy Walker never climbing without her favoured guide, Melchior 
Anderegg, and her father or brother. Pilley found her father’s insistence 
that one or other of her brothers should accompany her irksome and her 
increasing stubbornness and strong character frequently resulted in battles 
on home turf as she asserted her intention to go mountaineering. She was 
alone in this, abandoning initial hopes that her mother might speak up in 
support of her; Annie Pilley was clearly unwilling to consider the needs of 
her daughter in preference to her own.

After Pilley and Herbert Carr had a mountaineering accident in the 
summer of 1915, an incident described in Climbing Days, her father forbade 
her to climb again. ‘Beddgelert shook its head,’ she wrote. ‘The lack of all 
proper perspective shown in such climbing enthusiasm was pointed out to 
me.’ On 1 July 1915 Pilley wrote in her diary that her father ‘put his foot 
down and says it’s most indiscreet, lacks judgment and tries to extract a 
promise that I will never do it again.’ It was a demand, as she noted in 
Climbing Days, which was in vain. Pilley continued to defy her parents, 
taking every opportunity to travel by rail from London to North Wales 
on Friday evenings in order to climb with friends at the weekend before 
returning to work on Monday, a dedication she shared with Janet Adam 
Smith, who recounts similar long journeys from her office in London to 
her home mountains of Scotland in her own memoirs, Mountain Holidays.

1916 was an important mountaineering year for Pilley, a year in which 
she took every opportunity to develop her skills, confidence and compe-
tence in climbing. It was also the year of her introduction to the moun-
taineer and Cambridge scholar Ivor Armstrong Richards, beginning a 
friendship and climbing partnership that eventually culminated in their 
marriage 10 years later.

Throughout 1916, the mountains of North Wales provided Pilley with 
her mountaineering apprenticeship; Snowdonia became both teacher and 
mentor. On 17 May 1916 she wrote in her diary that ‘the days preceding 
a journey thither are full of wonders – what shall be learnt, what felt. One 
is never quite unafraid. So with Wales.’ The subject matter of her reading 
also changed. Instead of novels, works on literary criticism, history and 
philosophy she was reading as much mountaineering literature she could 
lay her hands on. Guido Rey’s The Matterhorn, A F Mummery’s My Climbs 
in the Alps and Caucasus, Edward Whymper’s Travels amongst the Great Andes 
of the Equator and W P Haskett Smith’s Climbing in the British Isles are all 
listed in her 1916 diary. On 19 June 1916 she reflected that ‘a mountain is 

Dorothy Pilley in action on the Calyn Face, 1930s. (Alpine Club Photo Library)

something more than a thing to climb’; mountaineering was already, for 
her, symbolic of much more than simply scaling a mountain. 

Increasingly, she contrasted the excitement of mountaineering with 
the mundane aspects of home life, turning more and more to her diary to 
rail against the tedium of activities other women appeared to enjoy. In a 
description of a shopping trip with her mother in early July 1916, referred 
to as ‘saling’, she wrote: ‘shoping [sic] is decidedly the most tiring form 
of exercise. It makes your eyes ache and feet ache, it’s exhausting, it’s 
patience trying, it’s confusing, it’s debasing, at least when you fight with 
other females at a sale.’ 
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She longed to be away 
climbing. In late July 
1916, Pilley recorded in 
her diary that: ‘Elsie rang 
up to know if I would 
come Thursday. What a 
question. Everything in 
me cried to be away in the 
mountains. At home they 
naturally do not under-
stand. I felt selfish, even 
thinking of leaving them 
again… Why should I 
not have the wonder of 
the mountains in that 
extra time? To get away 
from the world, alone on 
the heights, is a desire, 
which hurts, an agony of 
longing. I have never felt 
anything like the call of 
the mountains, it draws 
me, it carries me, sober 
me, off my feet.’ Declaring 
in Climbing Days that 

climbing made her feel ‘ardently alive’, she wrote of the alienation she 
experienced on returning to London from the mountains, using a term 
that referenced schizophrenia and the growing interest in psychiatry and 
psychoanalysis: ‘To go back to gloves and high-heeled shoes, pavements 
and taxicabs. Walking with an umbrella in Piccadilly one felt as though 
with a little more strain one would become a case of a divided person-
ality.’ In her diary, the tension of these two worlds is brilliantly captured 
by another of Elsie’s drawings, captioned ‘Do in London’, which can be 
seen in Figure 2.

During the 1920s Pilley completed her first alpine campaigns and became 
a seasoned mountaineer. Her disapproving father reconciled himself to her 
mountaineering, his objections crumbling when Pilley’s younger sister, 
Violet (Vi) also caught the climbing bug, as Pilley delightedly observed in 
her diary of 18 May, 1918: ‘[Cecil Frederick] Holland seems to have taken 
my sister on wild exploits, she seems badly bitten and she must have come 
on amazingly.’ (C F Holland, known as Charlie, was on the first ascent 
of Scafell’s Central Buttress with Siegfried Herford.) Her diaries record her 
deep happiness in the mountains, with this comment from 3 April 1920 
being typical. ‘Enjoyed being among the hills again more than I can say.’

Like mountaineers before her, Pilley learned wider social and life skills 
through mountaineering, testing herself, as she wrote in Climbing Days, 

Figure 2: ‘Do in London’ illustration by Elsie 
McNaught. (©Estate of D E and I A Richards)

‘against some external standard, when to trust myself, with caution, and 
when not, and to meditate on matters not merely personal. Companion-
ship with men and women of all types, often under conditions of hardship 
and strain, gave useful lessons in human nature.’ An American scholar 
of mountaineering literature, William A Geiger, agreed, writing in an 
essay on Pilley and IAR that ‘mountaineering for Pilley functioned as a 
university functioned for others. She learned to trust her ability against an 
objective referent and scale of values, to trust others and to form important 
friendships.’ She found in mountaineering an answer to life itself.

That Pilley eventually saw the two worlds of home and mountaineering 
happily reconciled in a 53-year marriage with IAR, came only after years of 
heart-searching to satisfy herself that marriage need not mean renouncing 
the freedom she had fought so hard to attain through mountaineering. 
Marriage was a mutually satisfying conclusion to a long campaign for her 
own independence, during which she had frequently taken up her pen to 
assert in her diary: ‘I will not be dependent on a man for my travelling, for 
my experience.’ Reflections during a solo sojourn in the Canadian Rockies 
in 1925, ostensibly to gather material for mountain journalism, together 
with IAR’s persistence, together melted her final objections and they were 
married in Honolulu on New Year’s Eve in 1926. 

By the late 1920s the couple had completed many successful alpine 
campaigns together, which she summarises in the final two chapters of 
Climbing Days. Richards’s academic work was to lead them to long resi-
dences in Cambridge (Massachusetts), Japan and China, allowing them to 
travel and explore less-known mountain ranges like the Southern Japanese 
Alps and the White Mountains of New England. Pilley’s articles in the 
1933 and 1948 editions of the Ladies’ Alpine Club Year Book, respectively 
titled ‘Japanese Mountain Impressions’ and ‘Snowshoeing in the White 
Mountains of New England’ describe some of these experiences. 

Pilley’s contributions to developments in women’s mountaineering in 
the early decades of the twentieth century, both in the fields of mountain-
eering endeavour and women’s mountaineering literature are significant. 
Women undertaking guideless – and therefore man-less – climbing was 
a revolutionary undertaking at the time and in June 1921, she embarked 
on one of the earliest cordées feminines with an ascent of the Egginergrat in 
Switzerland with two other members of the Pinnacle Club, an experience 
she described with good humour in Climbing Days, recalling the sensation 
the three women caused at Zermatt train station as they sorted, repacked, 
then proceeded to carry their own rucksacks off the station. 

As secretary of the Ladies’ Alpine Club in the 1920s and then president 
of the Pinnacle Club in the middle and late 1930s, Pilley was instrumental 
in creating opportunities for women mountaineers to publish their moun-
taineering experiences. Desperate for a women’s mountaineering journal 
which could hold its head up alongside the Alpine Journal, she hoped that 
a successful journal on women’s mountaineering would publicise the ever-
increasing achievements of women mountaineers and cement her own 
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journalistic ambitions at the same time. Pilley thus took on the shared 
editorship of the fledgling Pinnacle Club Journal alongside Lillian Bray in 
the mid-1920s and became a champion of women’s mountaineering litera-
ture, exhorting and bullying fellow Pinnacle Club members to write about 
their experiences. 

Pilley’s legacy to mountaineering literature and the literature of women’s 
mountaineering is assured. In Climbing Days, in her wider mountaineering 
writings and through her diaries she shows with eloquence and energy what 
women could achieve in the mountains: as individuals; as members of a 
wider mountaineering community of women and as writers of mountain-
eering literature. Indomitable in old age and still active, despite an almost 
fatal car crash in Spain in 1958, she travelled to Skye in January 1986 with 
her nephew. Skye was, she recorded in her diary on 22 January, ‘fiercely 
cold and icy, but we camped in the mountain hut at Glen Brittle where I 
climbed joyfully 50 years ago which made me feel like my gypsy self.’ 

It seems fitting to conclude with a poem, which she penned on the 
frontispiece of her 1937 diary, titled Triolet of a Hedonist. 

I climb because I like it;
Individual though it be

I climb (because I like it)
Though it’s usual to like it

It means a lot to me;
This climbing – for, you see,

I climb because I like it
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One Hundred Mountains of Japan

A Japanese classic in translation sheds light on how 
another island people see their native mountains
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To outsiders, Japan’s mountains are a black hole. Until recently, it was 
easier to find information, in English at least, about East Greenland or 

the remoter Himalaya than the Japanese Alps. One or two hiking guides 
existed, a few blogs, and that was about it. But this gap is now partially 
filled by a new translation of Fukada Kyuya’s One Hundred Mountains of 
Japan, a book that sums up the mountaineering traditions of its country.

What are these mountains? Open up a hiking map to almost any back-
country area of Japan, and you’ll see a select few peaks marked as ‘Nihon 
Hyakumeizan’ – those included on the list of Japan’s One Hundred 
Mountains. Yet this list has no official standing. Instead it represents the 
personal choice of a failed novelist and mountaineer who, half a century 
ago, published a series of short magazine articles about his favourite peaks.

In 1964, these articles were gathered into a best-selling book, the Nihon 

Shirouma-dake – White-horse mountain. ‘The name Shirouma came about 
because the snow on one face of the mountain leaves a horse-shaped patch as 
it melts. As the horse would appear when farmers started to plough the fields 
before planting out the rice seedlings (nawashirokaki),  the name comes from 
shiro, meaning rice nursery, and uma for horse.’ (Martin Hood)


